ITALIAN CLASSES IN BOLOGNA

All classes at the Academy are in Italian, English could help you for some teachers, but Italian is very important for your experience in Bologna. For this reason the Academy supports Italian Learning for the Erasmus/international incoming students. We warmly suggest to attend Italian classes!

IT’S POSSIBLE TO ATTEND ITALIAN COURSES FOR FOREIGNERS IN MANY SCHOOLS IN BOLOGNA. WE RECOMMEND:

Scuola di Italiano, Società Dante Alighieri.
It's located in Piazza San Giovanni in Monte 1A, 40124 Bologna (on the slope going to the Square) http://www.dantealighieribologna.it/corsi-di-italiano/

At Società Dante Alighieri, Italian language courses for foreigners are divided into 6 levels, according to the Common European Framework of Reference for language skills (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages -CEFR):
Basic level (A1 and A2)
Intermediate level (B1 and B2)
Advanced level (C1 and C2)

“SOCIETÀ DANTEALIGHIERI” COURSES 2019-2020

ORDINARY COURSES (32 hours)
The ordinary group courses offer 32 hours of teaching, with bi-weekly meetings in groups of 5-10 students, meant for those who have to combine the study of Italian with the demands of work or study. Classes are held in the late afternoon on alternate days:

Class schedule for level:
- A1 Tuesday and Thursday 17:45 to 19:30 from 9th March to 7th May
- A2+ Monday and Wednesday 17:45 to 19:30 from 9th March to 7th May

COSTS
€ 290,00+ € 30, the office fee (as provided by the "Regulations of Italian language schools Dante Alighieri"). The Fine Arts Academy will pay back € 200 at the end of the course.

For course enrollment is also expected, in addition to the mentioned costs, the membership card Dante Alighieri, but mind: FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD FOR ERASMUS STUDENTS OF OUR FINE ARTS ACADEMY!

HOW TO APPLY FOR COURSES
Enrollment must be received by the school Secretary at least 20 days before the beginning of the course (email: info@bologna.ladante.it). The school reserves the right to accept entries courses already started. To register for courses with just 3 simple steps:

1. fill out and submit the form on-line found below or at the school, indicating biographical data, the type of course and the level to which you want to subscribe: REGISTRATION FORM TO FILL OUT AND SEND BY EMAIL/ENROLMENT FOR
2. **make the payment to:**

SOCIETÀ DANTE ALIGHIERI  
IBAN: IT28F0503403221000000000536  
BIC SWIFT: BAPPIT21506  
BANCA POPOLARE DI NOVARA AG. 17 – ROME

Specifying the reason for the type of course that you subscribe and indicating “School of Bologna”. The School suggest a “test di piazzamento”, an assessment to understand which level of the course could be right for you: a self-assessment it's possible to online test.  
*For more information write to:* info@bologna.ladante.it, or as directly the School Office, in the opening times

**OFFICE HOURS OF THE ITALIAN SCHOOL OF BOLOGNA:**  
TUESDAY’ 09:00-13:00  
THURSDAY’ 15:30-19:30  
FROM MONDAY’ TO FRIDAY’ 15:00-17:00

3. **send a copy of payment transfer to the secretary of the School** email: info@bologna.ladante.it